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PRESS RELEASE
Cegedim SRH works with TRAPIL to modernize
its payroll management
TEAMSRH boosts HRIS efficiency at TRAPIL, France’s top oil and gas transport company
Boulogne-Billancourt, September 25, 2017
Cegedim SRH, an innovator in cloud-based HR and outsourced HR services, has been chosen by TRAPIL to update its
HR processes, notably payroll management for its 800 employees in 40 operating units. The TEAMSRH modular platform
offers the oil and gas transport company the most advanced technologies on the market.
To incorporate new regulatory standards into its HR processes, TRAPIL – the oil and gas transport specialist – had to
give up the HR and payroll management solution it had been using for the past 15 years. It had clear goals for its
replacement: a faster, more efficient solution that seamlessly manages both payroll and employee administration
functions. TRAPIL also wanted more secure, open communication between HR process participants.
After looking at all of the solutions currently on the market, TRAPIL chose Cegedim SRH’s TEAMSRH. The TEAMSRH
solution met all of TRAPIL’s requirements for scalability and was a good fit with other ongoing projects. Those projects
are both technological, such as redesigning the company’s intranet, and personal, with efforts to encourage more
collaboration among employees.
Update HRIS to upgrade HRIS
TRAPIL’s redesigned HRIS, which coincided with the roll-out of TEAMSRH, has been up and running since January 2017.
Payroll management for its 800 employees is now efficient and secure.
“In updating our payroll management tool, we needed to do a few things: reinvigorate our processes and give
our payroll and HR teams the versatile, secure tools they need to perform their tasks effectively. The transition was
a success because we had the eager participation and collaboration of our HR and IS teams, and we had
personalized assistance from Cegedim SRH’s representatives,” said Frédéric Bielecki, TRAPIL’s Project manager.
Now that the payroll solution is up and running, TRAPIL is moving on to its next phase and will roll out the time
management module over the coming months.
“TRAPIL wanted a set-up that would both improve operating performance and lower management costs.
TEAMSRH gives them an HRIS that is easy to use but a powerful tool for managing and securely automating larger
and larger amounts of data. We were pleased to help TRAPIL make this a successful transition,” said Olivier Rouas,
Head of Development at Cegedim SRH.
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About Cegedim SRH:
Cegedim SRH is a prominent player in the market for HR solutions and services. The company has more than 25 years of experience in HR
outsourcing. Present in France and Switzerland, Cegedim SRH has a client base that includes national and international companies in every
sector of the economy, ranging from mid-market firms to large corporations.
To learn more, please visit: www.cegedim-srh.fr
About Cegedim:
Founded in 1969, Cegedim is an innovative technology and services company in the field of digital data flow management for healthcare
ecosystems and B2B, and a business software publisher for healthcare and insurance professionals. Cegedim employs more than 4,000 people in
11 countries and generated revenue of €441 million in 2016. Cegedim SA is listed in Paris (EURONEXT: CGM).
To learn more, please visit: www.cegedim.com
And follow Cegedim on Twitter, @CegedimGroup, LinkedIn and Facebook.
About TRAPIL:
TRAPIL was created by the Trapil Act of 1950, which authorized the company to build and operate a pipeline and related facilities fo r transporting
oil and gas from the mouth of the Seine river to the Paris metropolitan area. Today, TRAPIL operates 4,700 km of trunk lines and transports 55% of
the oil and gas consumed in France.
To learn more, please visit: www.trapil.com
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